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Upcoming

Schoo l

Events  &

News

22TH  OCTOBER

TR IP  TO

MONTSENY

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

24TH  OCTOBER

TR IP  TO

MONTSENY

PRIMARY

 

 

28TH  OCTOBER  - 1ST

NOVEMBER

HALF  TERM  HOL IDAY

 

25TH  OCTOBER

PRESENTAT ION

OF  PROJECTS

AT  3 :00

 

 

 

 



BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE  

CLASS  TEACHER

 

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students worked on pencil

control by using a

Halloween themed witch

activity.  After a few days of

practicing, our children

were already making

progress tracing along the

dotted lines of the trail of a

witches broom.

Our children are able to

learn effectively by

playing games.  They

enjoyed playing

phonics bingo.  They

also enjoyed learning

their numbers 1-20 with

a chestnut game.
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This week with our early age

learners we used a strategy

called SATPIN which helps

early learners with phonics

sorting and understanding first

sounds.  

 

 

 

We have been talking about

the importance of following

class expectations.  This

includes being kind to our

friends, following directions

and participating in the

activities.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

We used watercolours

to invent and create

beetles of all shapes

and colours.
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We have been working on

odd and even numbers in

Numeracy and

investigating what

happens when you add

odd and oven numbers,

odd numbers or even

numbers. We have also

revised/introduced

column addition. Year 1&

2 have been working on

counting and memorising

numbers to 100, as well as

counting forwards and

backwards. In Literacy we

used photos to develop

reading and writing skills.

 

In Science we wrote

about our observations

of firebugs and Year 3

developed their

knowledge to learn

about the different

parts of insects. In art

we used waterclolours

to create all sorts of

different beetles . We

will make a giant

poster with our

designs.

We have also started

preparing for the

project presentation

next week.

 

 



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD

UPPER  PRIMARY

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Star of the week is              

DARIA!
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In maths we have begun

studying the formal

strategy of addition. We

are using our mental

computation strategies to

ensure we solve sums

quickly and effectively. 

In science we have been

observing our plants every

day. They are growing so

big! 

We are also continuing to

work in small group to

prepare our projects to be

presented to our parents

next week. It has

sometimes been difficult

to cooperate with our

fellow group members,

but we are doing out best.

We are excited to present

our projects next week!  

 

 

 

 

On Thursday we visited the

local mechanic's workshop.

Manuel discussed his job

with us and showed us

around his workshop. We

are looking forward to

visiting other businesses

during this year. 

 

 

 

Star of the week interview

conducted by Eve

 

What is your name? Daria

Do you like drama? Yes, I like

acting and singing. I like songs

by Freddie Mercury. 

What type of weather do you
like?  I like when it snows, it

reminds me of Russia.

What is your favourite
subject?Music

Do you like animals? Yes, seals

are my favourite animals.

Why do you think Harmony
choose you as the star?
Because I listen well and I

always do what Harmony asks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY
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Science
Each year group spent this

week's mornings revising,

gearing up for their half

term test. We deliver these

tests as a practice for

future exams as well as a

check for the teachers as

to whether specific

material should be

revisited.

Catalan
We have already finished

the first unit and first exam!

We are looking forward tog

etting the results. Upper

levels are moving on to

Jacints Verdeguer's poetry.

Castellano
We are revising grammar

and spelling for writing

skills. Next week we have a

vocab test and will start on

poetry and Literature! We

will enjoy it, I'm sure!

Morning Routine
The Maths and Science

morning routine (one hour

each) has this week been a

little more flexible as some

students are ahead in one

subject or another and

others a little behind in

others. This flexibility is

allowing students to work

on the areas they need to

spend more time on so that

we are all at the same level.

We recognise our students

are all different and we are

glad we can offer the

flexibility they need to work

on the necessary work. 

A cool October

morning in Llinars,

looking out of the

window of our third

floor classroom. (below)


